
1. disproportionate Nataly thought her punishment was disproportionatedisproportionate to her bad behavior.
2. mistreatment Companies’ mistreatmentmistreatment of workers can lead to legal troubles. 
3. discontinued The new fashion line was discontinueddiscontinued when sales began to drop.
4. reencounter Hendrix hoped to reencounterreencounter the friend he made at the water park. 
5. disembodied The disembodieddisembodied voice was really a radio playing in another apartment.
6. misconduct Repeated classroom misconductmisconduct might result in a call home.
7. descent The hiker’s descentdescent from the mountain peak took six hours. 
8. dissimilar Although the two shows were completely dissimiladissimilarr, Itzel loved them both. 
9. misstep Salvatore hoped no one saw him misstepmisstep and stumble on the stairs.
10. misguided  Some well-intentioned study tips are misguidedmisguided and don’t actually help.
11. deodorant  DeodorantDeodorant comes in many different styles and scents.
12. rehearsal  When are we having the dress rehearsalrehearsal for the play?
13. disinfectant  Our dog’s cut needed a nontoxic disinfectantdisinfectant in case he licked it.
14. renovation  The old school building is scheduled for renovationrenovation next year.
15. redistribute  The food pantry is collecting food to redistributeredistribute to the community.
16. decontaminate  Volunteers worked to decontaminatedecontaminate the beach after the oil spill.
17. decipher  Mr. Odden gives students cryptograms to decipherdecipher for extra credit.
18. regenerative  RegenerativeRegenerative farming helps to maintain soil quality and environmental 
  health. 
19. decompose  Many fungi help decomposedecompose dead flesh and plant matter.

20. misdiagnosed  Alfred’s illness was misdiagnosedmisdiagnosed for years until he met with a specialist.

Review Words

21. wherever  Storm chasers travel to whereverwherever tornadoes appear.
22. runner-up  It’s still impressive to finish a competition as a runner-urunner-upp.
23. airborne  AirbAirboorrnnee germs can travel farther than six feet.

Challenge Words

24. discombobulated  Drivers were discombobulateddiscombobulated from all the construction detours.
25. misdemeanor  Trespassing on private property is a misdemeanomisdemeanorr. 
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